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C:HAP'Tl!.R .. I 
INTRODUCTION 
The object of every business is to make a profit. 
Residential building organizations are like other businesses 
in thl.,s respect and many of them are actively seeking addi-
tional profit opportunities through various types of expan-
sion. 
There are two major types of residential home 
building operations. One is the speculative builder.who 
builds a large number of homes each year which are, at least 
in part, manufactured either on or near the job site. This 
builder requires a large organization in order to operate 
successfully 1n the build~ business. The other is the cus-
tom home builder who constructs homes to fit the needs of in-
dividual customers. 
Two significant trends have arisen 1n the specu-
lative operations during the past four years. The first is 
that these large building businesses have tended to grow ra-
pidly as they master the technique of construc~ing and selling 
their houses ~o the mass home buying marKet. Many of them 
b.ave become 11 Community builders" wherein beside building all 
.... 
the homes on a tract of land, they take tb.e responsibility 
of establishing the public services and shopping areas for 
the new community. This type of development is prevalent 
in the southern ana western parts or this country. 
The second trend 1n tbe large building organiza-
tions is caused by the lack of suitable raw lana. :t·or deveJ.op-
ment. Because o1' tb..e scarcit.y of .J.and. I-or development, many 
home builders have been forced-to move their operations into 
areas wilere raw land is av a1l&ble and there is also a consum-
er market to_ purchase tb.e ne~ homes rather than developing 
poor local land and trying to draw the home buyer to the area. 
Some of the large home bui~ders are aeve~oping sites hundreds 
of miles apart to take advantage o~ twme buying markets wnere 
land is avai~abJ.e ror develoP-ment~ 
While the large scale builder woo partially manufac-
tures bis homes builds for an anticipated home buying market,, 
the second major type or home building operation ouilds a 
custom home i'or a known buyer. These homes are 1ndividuall;y 
designed to suit the needs and tastes or the owner. They are 
more expensive than homes Qons~ructed by the large scale build-
er. The custom home builders who have put an emphasis on per-
sonal service have enjoyed a rapidly expanding market. during 
the past decade. 
Eafore the Second World War, persons who had the 
desire and a small amount of capital, could start a home build-
ing business __ with a reasonable possibUity of mak1ng_ a success 
of the venture. Since the war, the nature of custom home build-
ing has changed. Tb.e successful builder of toda,_ must.. be a 
prpgressive business-man of the highest caliber. He must use 
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the techniqQes of modern managementused in otb.er industries. 
The areas of market research, sales promotion, production. 
eontrol, and financial analysis must be mastered bw. tb.e home 
builder if he is to maintain a successful competitive opera-
tion. 
The custom b.ome builder who master& these management 
te~~1quea can enjoy a profitable and growing enterprise. 
Within the home building business, as 1n other manufactur~ 
businesses, there is a brea.keven point, where the operation is 
performing at its optimum efficiency. Tb.ough no one knows 
wb.ere this point is, most able managers have a feeling for 
the level at whicb. tb.eir organization.is per:rorm1ng at 1ts 
' 
top efficiency. Because of the number of details in each 
custom built home, the opt1mua.po1nt of organizational ef~1-
ciency of a custom building operation.m~ come where the staff 
employed by the organizat1onlC&n no longer provide adequate 
service to the customers because they are not able to handle 
properly the detail on each new ·home. 
For this reason, as well as the desire by custom. 
home building construction owners to spread the influence and 
increase the prot' its ot their concerns, some builders have 
been considering the establishment of branch operations. Each. 
builder must decide, within the scope of his own.situation. 
whether a branch operation would be a feasible und.ert.aking. 
If the custom home building business is building b.omes 1n a 
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good market some distance from the base operation, it m~ be 
that operating efficiencies in the form of transportation. 
cost savings C0'\1:td be made by opening a branch operation. near 
the market .. 
Although consideration has been given b,y b~ilders 
to the problems of esta.blisb.ing a. brancl:l as they apply to 
tl:leir own situation, no research or information.l:las been con-
ducted or published on.custom. bome buildins bra.ncl:l operat1o~ 
One major reason for tb.e lack of publisl:led information o~ 
this subject is that only a small .. number of custom. builders 
nave shown interest in branch operations to date. Others stem 
from tl:le differences 1n labor, material, weather conditions, 
market, and custom. 1n tb.e building industry throughout 'tl:le 
country. These factors make it difficult to generalize when 
writing for publication. There are, however, basic problems 
wb.icb. should be considered by s:rry custom. builder wisb.ing to 
establisl:l a brancb. operation, wb.ich tb.is paper will discuss. 
Tb.e outlook for expansion in.tb.e custom b.ome build-
ing market is bright because no matter b.ow automated tl:le 
manufacturing of lower quality b.omes becomes, there will be 
people who have the resources and desire to own distinctiv.e 
homes. They are the people wbo will provide the basic market 
for tb.e custom. home builder who builds a reputation. for a 
distinctive house through design, workmanship, and good ser-
vice. Other areas oi' ac'tivity are available to the custOlll 
home builder to provide him witl:l limited diversification and 
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work to rill in slack construction periods. These include 
churches, light commercial work, jobbing, additions and re-
modeling. Some of these areas of building present fertile 
ground awaiting an enterprising builder to taka advantage of 
the market available in his area. 
Moat custom nome building operations giving con-
sideration to establishment of a branch operation, are of me-
dium size, building between tbirty and sixty names per year. 
If the future market is good, serious consideration snould be 
given by the medium. .. size builder to establishment of a branch 
operation within a reasonable traveling distance or the base 
operation. From this premise, we approach the managerial 
problems of branch operation in the custom residential build-
ing construction industry. 
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CHA!TliR IL. 
BRANCH SALES ADMINISTRATION 
Conditions o:r Branch Establ.l.abment .. 
A prime factor to be considered .1n the opening o~ 
a branch office is the history and. reputation of the parent. 
company. If tb.e parent concern has been .1n bus.l.ness for some 
t.l.me and. b.as established. an outstanding_ reputation t·or their 
work, it is a much easier task to open a brancb.. office. 
Tb.e custom b.ome bu.1.lc11ng concern wb.ichhas a well 
established. reputation b.as mucb. in its favor. An:y company_ 
which has a reputation for .1ntegrity o:r operation, customer 
service, and commun.l.ty interest wou~d. be assuredly welcomed 
in a new area. Builders• reputations spread rapidly between 
communities. Tb.e compaey image 1n the m.l.nds of the towns-
people is very important 1n a.eterm~n~ng t.he community 1n. 
wh.ich tb.e branch operation J:tbould be .Locatea.. Wb.en a branch 
o:f"r1ce 1s located in a new community, citizens feel th.at know-
lea.ge and experience are carr.l.ed. from the ~ent.operation,to 
th.e branch. 
There are severa~ benefits which. should be derived 
by custom home building concerns having a branch office. Al-
though it is expected that a new branch would not show a pro.tiw 
in t.he :t1rst. yea:r of operation, it._ could turn into a v.ery lu-
crative asset ror the parent concern, arter it became esta-
blished and developed the market, 1n the area. 
- 'l -
Opening a branctl operation with1ll a reasonable 
a.istance 1·rom t.b.e home ofrl.ce Wi..Ll b.elp t.o oul..l.d t.b.e repu-
tation of tne 1·1rm in the area because expansion t.hrough 
opening a new branch office 1s associated by the public with 
a success1·u1 business. A oranch or I· ice can aJ.so complement. 
the home office by establ1stung new sources o1· supp..Ly ana. 
J.ocating_ subcontractors whicb. migb.t be used to adv.~tage by 
tb.e base operation. Also, if an urgent need arises, workmen 
may be transferred between the of~ces. 
In addition to increasing profits and spreading the 
influence of the business, a branch office may lend some op-
erating efficiencies to the concern. If the base operation 
had been performing work 1n the area where the new bra.ncb. is 
located, the branch immediately makes possible travelling ef-
ficiencies. Also, a custom home building business may be 
able to n:take better use of their staff personnel by ll.aving 
them operate from two offices where each man has the potential 
of generating more sales for the company because they are ac-
tivel.J' selling 1n a larger market. Some base operations have 
reached the breakeven point where they have larger sales each 
year with proportionately less profit. ~ shifting some of 
these sales to the branch operation, which should have some 
operating efficiencies resulting from its size, more profit·._ 
may be extracted from each sales dollar. 
One way which the branch can attempt to establish 
themselves in the new community is by providing community 
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oervice. Gestures such as loaning local service groups 
trucks and equipment or helping them to procure materials 
can be of immeasurable goodwill value. Any type of com.~ 
munity service which the branch can reasonably perform will 
be to their advantage 1n establishing an im.ag_e of integrity 
and service for the company 1n the community. 
Types of Work the Branch Will Perform 
The management must make a decision about the types 
of work the branch operation will perform. Most likely, the 
branch will do the same type of building as the parent company. 
Custom built homes will then be the mainstay of. the 
branch operation. Each home must exemplifY the reputation for 
distinctive homes which the base operation has established, 
for there is nothing which will ruin the reputation of a 
custom building firm faster than to start building a poor 
quality house. Using design, a distinctive character must be 
built into each home to suit its owner. The branch starr mem-
ber dealing with the customer needs to be helpful when guiding 
the customer in the many decisions which must be made during 
the course of construction. A customer who has the resources 
and desire to build a distinctive home deserves a great deal 
of personal attention, for if he did not care particularly 
about his home, he would have purchased one already built by 
another builder at less cost. 
The remodeling and modernizing market is larger 
than generally realized. On a national basis, the annual 
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home remodeling market potential is close to seventy billion. 
dollars. 1• The most important factor in making the remodeling 
business pay is having a staff who can use their imagination 
to improve the appearance of a house and bring it up-to-date.2 • 
Nearly one third of all the builders belonging to the National 
Association of Home Builders have entered this field.3. Be-
cause of the size of this market., there is little competition 
and builders who are well organized. and design conscious have 
found this business profitable. Since there is uncertainty in 
what will develop during the course of a remodeling job, build-
ers find it necessary to estimate the costs sufficiently high 
to cover unexpected operations which might arise. Builders 
prefer to do remodeling work on a cost plus fixed fee basis 
because it protects them and is fairer to the customer. Re-
modeling work usually yields a better return per dollar o~ 
sales than building houses in the competitive market. 
The branch would be very wise to perform this type 
of work for two reasons. The first is that this type of act1~ 
vity can be used to keep the work force busy when new home 
1. Lewis Canker, "Remodeling as a Hedge When Sales Are Off," 
Journal of Homebuilding, (August, 1961), p. 47. ~ 
2. Anon., "Designing for Remodeling," Ame;.ican Builder., 
(July, 1961), p. 85.. ... 
3. Dave Gillogly, tt BEC_ Finds a Third of Builders Now in the 
Field-Remodeling," Journal of Homebuilding, {.A.ugust, 1961), 
p. 49. "' 
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sales are low. secondly, the management. has a responsibiJ.ity 
to its community to perform this type of work 1n order to 
keep its town looking well. They may also receive benefits 
from remodeling jobs 1n the form of more work or new homes to 
buiJ.d for satisfied customers. 
Jobbing work is cJ.oseJ.y reJ.ated to remodeJ.1ng opera-
tions and is aJ.so profitable if customers are give~ the service 
they expect. A jobbing crew enables the concern to care ade-
quately for customers for whom they have constructed-homes, 
as well as establishing new clientele. B.Y having a jobbing 
crew avaiJ.able, the managem.ent is able to care for customers 
complaints and orders quickly, thus offering good service 
which this type of work demands. 
Architectural~y designed homes and buildings pro-
vide an excellent source of bu1J.ding activity wh1ch will add 
~o the reputation of the business. An arch~~ec~urally aesignea 
house usually stands out in a cnmmtmity and often receives pub-
licity. The manager of the branch operation.sb.ould contac~ 
the architects 1n the area ana ask !'or an opportuni~y to bid 
on their homes. An architect who has established confidence 
wi~h a building organization will refer work to that builder 
because ne can be sure a good job w1~L be done. Arcnitects 
often recommend builders with whom they have had success, to 
o~her arch1tec~s, so ~he bU1lder.who estabJ.~shes a reputa~ion 
with good archi~ects o1'~en ge'&..S.. V_@.;l.ued work by referral. 
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The manager of the new branch operation, wno ~s 
ac~1ve 1n the commun~ty, often hears of public or commercial 
projec~s wn~cn are under cons1deratio~. If the branch had the 
opportunity ~o do some public or local commerc~al work, they 
would receive 1'ree a.a.vertising, because such projects are of 
interest to many people within the community, and are often a 
topic of local conversation. Another good source o1· act.~v1ty 
1s maintenance work in loc_al industry. Work of this nature 
frequently leads to larger jobs as the industry expands. 
The 1'1nal type of activity which the branch operation. 
sao~ consider 1s Land aevelopm~nt and speculative houses. 
Many people associate land development with large scale build-
ers, but t.b.e custom branch can bUiid prestige :f'or itself in. 
the community b,y developing a tract of land where the restric-
tions are such that all houses complement each other. Anyone 
investing in a new custom built home wishes to have it located 
in a neighborhood where the homes are of comparable value and 
style, in order t_o protect h1s investment. The branch opera-
tion which can offer tne prospective customer home s1tes, 1s 
performing a. customer service as well as adding another pro-
l'itable line of business to the concern. If the branch develops 
a tract of land into a high class neighborhood,where on~y they 
can bu1id new homes, they can sell more houaes, because people 
desire to move into their development. A development can, when 
planned correctly, add to the reputation and prestige of a 
branch o!'l'ice. 
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The branch office which develops land must be ex~ 
tremely careful to plan the subdivision in such a. way that. it 
complements t.ne houses they p~an to build there. A master 
plan should be developed even before the purchase of the pro-
perty t.o assure the most economical and effective utilization. 
of the la.nd. 4 • 
The following are nine guides to good subdivision 
planning to be followed by the branch manager when planning a 
development. 
1. Be aware of the problems connected with a partia-
ular tract. 
2. Estimate ~s accurately as possib~e the cost of 
so~ving these problems. 
3. Keep your planning in harmony with the piJ¥sica~ 
features of the tract and relate your plans to the over-
all plans for the region, if such plans nave been made. 
4. Keep the healthy trees because they add immense-
ly to the v a.lue of the property. 
5. Provide variety qy building several styles of 
houses, by avoiding uniformity of setbacks, and by using 
originality in laying out streets. 
6. Try to avoid traf:t'ic hazards to children in-
working out play areas and routes to school. 
4. ~nest L. Buckley, Residential Constru~ion.Manasement, 
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1959) ,, p. 32. 
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7- Flan location! of garages and parking areas with 
a view to convenieuce, safety, preserv.atian of tb.e beau~y 
of tb.e property, and ~imizing noise, minor accidents, 
and assorted annoyances tnat can develop from operation 
of automobiles. 
8. Flan some attractively landscaped open space;; 
leave sufficient space for children's playgrounds as well 
as adult rest and recreation;..keep 1n mind the desirabil-
ity of increasing facilities for relaxation, play and 
amusement in future years, tor homeowners in the develop-
ment. 
9. Unless the cost is prohibitive, electric and 
telephone lines should be placed beneath the surface of 
the earth. 5• 
Houses built on speculation are not associa~ed with 
the custom home builder. However, many custom home builders 
who are able to secure sufficient funds, have built large d~s­
tinctive homes on speculation, either to help get a development 
started or for use as fill-in work in slack periods. The mar-
ket for these houses is usual}¥ found among those people who 
are moving into the area and desire a well-located distinctive 
home, but do not have the time to wait for one to be built. As 
a selling point, the builder often does not decorate these 
5. Immer, John R.; Startinf and Managing a Small Building 
Business: Small Busines Administration 1960. 
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homes but l.et.s t.he buyer make his own interior decorating 
selections. 
The branch manager may :reel 1 t desirable to build a 
model home as a house built on speculation used :for merchandi~­
ing purposes. Model homes of high quality are an excellent. 
approach to potential customers because it gives them an op-
portunity to examine the worK the branch has done. 
The model home should not be built as a sample to 
indicate what other houses will look like, but to show the 
workmanship and quality that.is put into homes built by the 
branch. All houses in a branch sponsored development will.be 
of different design, though they will all be of one era and 
in one price range. 
Because the model speculative home will be for the 
purpose of showing the work doD& by the oranch, 1t will not be 
rurnished. Furniture is costly and is acquainted with a sample 
home in a subdivision where all the houses are alike. 
For about a year, the branch operation. will be par.-
tially dependent on the home ofr1ce for sales referrals and 
other sales assistance. Provided that the branch successrully 
completes its 1·1rst projects, it will soon be able to secure 
its own sales in the community. The rate of sales separation 
from the parent organization.will depend on the branch's success 
1n entering the new community and establishing its reputation. 
there. 
Market AnalYsis and Location Selection 
Many factors enter into the decision of the con~ 
munity 1n which the branch operation should be located. There 
has been a great shift of population centers in the past twenty 
years. It is predicted that the present population of 6~.mi~­
lion persons living 1n urban areas will jump to over 85_ million 
by 1975~ and over ~5_million b.Y the year 20006 • All other 
population areas are expected to increase in population during 
the next two decades. IllustrationMl. shows the number. ot non-
1·arm nouseho~ds 1n 1955J and those projected for 1965.- and 1975_ 
by income bracket. Because of the tremendous urban expansion 
anticipated, the branch office located 1n this urban area, or 
an area which would become urban within the next decade would 
be in an excellent position .to grow with the market. 
Not only is consumer housing predicted to make great 
gains in sales ln the next twenty years,but the federal gov~ 
ernment has large housing programs- on the planning boards in-
cluding a iG50 million program 1·or thls year. Though the sa 
government programs are often difficult to handle because of 
the rea tape involved, an organizat~on Which has become famil~ 
iar with the government's method or operation should t1nd gov-
ernment work relatively profitable. The branch operation should 
examine tne possibi~lties tor government work in its area. 
o. .u::onard L. Frank, •• Urban :Population to Triple in 4u Years," 
Journal o1· Iiomeouila.ins, (November, l9o~.), p. 5_. ... 
- J.6 .... 
ILLUSTBAXION #l 
NUMBER OF NONFARM HOUSEHOLDS H:l PERSONAL INCOME BRACKET-
.1955,; -·1965.- & 197D.-
l5, r---------------------------~ 
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10 1975 m 
Hillions. 
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5999 9999 and up 
4000• 6000- 10000-
4999. 7499.. 14999 
Income 
Source: Journal of Homebuilding 
National Association of.Homebuilders 
January 1958 Page 61 
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liNen w~th current housing projec~l.ons, many econo-
mist.s are worried about tb.e tact. t.b.at builc1ers appear t.o be 
overbu1..J.a.l.ng the resl.d~nt.l.a.L home marKet.. However, What. ~s 
presen~ly b.appen1ng ~ t.b.e nome building industry 1s not. the 
pre.Luae ~o a housing crt:~.Sh., but t.b.e adjuat.ment, o1' t.b.e housing 
mar!t'.et. away from primary emphasis on tb.e problems of pr.oa.uc-, 
t.ion t.owarC1 .intensl.ve conc~tr&tcion on ~b.e needs, wblums, and 
des.1res of t.b.e consumers."1 • ~b.ere. are sti.L.L many ways 1n 
Which home oui~uing can be improved and made more ettl.cient 
wlU.cb. will be realized. in t.b.e next. t.en years ~nrough t.ue re-
searci:l pr~sent.ly be.i.llg concl.uct.eo.. If tb.e branch operation 
remains cognizant of the innovations 1n home building, and 
applies these to their operat.ton., it will get more tb.a.u its 
fair share of the market and be profitable at tb.e same time. 
The market research.. investigation can be either 
one which is formally planned. and conducted by an independent 
firm, or the staff of the b.om8 office may compile information 
on areas under consideration, using its own j~g§)ment in many 
cases, because the staff has a working knowledge of the char-
acteristics of the area. If tb.e firm conduct.s its own market 
research survey, it should first get a picture of the national 
7. Gordon W. McKinley, Are We OVerbuilding for the Residential 
Market?, (Presented before the 19th. Annual Convention: 
of the National Association of' Home Builders, Chicago, 
December 14, 1962; Printed by F. W. Dodg~ Corporation,. 
1962), P. 5. 
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economic trends and the future outlook for the housing industry 
as a whole. Then it can get a view of local business condi-
tions including the supply and demand of the type of housing 
which it plans to offer. ~so, a study of the population pat-
terns, housing characteristics, and economic pattern in the 
areas under consideration for branch locations should be under-
taken. ti. 
Illustration #2 shows the Market Program Worksheet to 
be used when evaluating each area. The worksheet includes data 
on the key economic factors which indicate the potentiality of 
building activity in the area. Not only will the information 
contained on the worksheet be helpful in selecting a community, 
but the market information on the community selected will be 
of use in breaking into the market there. 
ti. Wi.Ll~am R. Smolkl.n, A J.vlarketing Flan for Home Builders, 
(Prepared 1n connection with the ~ied Chemical 
Corporation by the National Association of Home 
Builders, 1962), p. 5_. 
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ILLUSm.A.TION 1/!2.--
MARKET PROGRAM WORKSHEET.:. 
S.AMJ'LE __ - Essex, Connecticut 
Problem: To determine the characteristics of the market 1n 
an area through an analysis of key factors. 
History: A middle size successful residential building con-
struction company, bui~ing houses in the #25,000-
$45,000 range desires to open a branch office 20 
miles from the base operation in a residential town 
of 7,000 persons with a market area of a ten mile 
circumference containing 30,000 persons. 
1. 
A. National Trends 
1. Gross National Product 
The gross national product was running at the 
rate of 520 billion dollars and is expected to 
reach 560 billion dollars by the end of 1963. 
2. Housing Starts 
1961 single family housing starts at 852,000 units 
were the lowest in many years. April 1962., housing 
starts of all kinds turned up sharply to an annual 
rate of 1,500,000. 
3. Montgage Money Outlook 
Mortgage money is expected to remain in plentiful 
suppl.J the remainder of 1963 _with no. appreciable 
change anticipated in either rates or discounts. 
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4. Leading Business Indicators 
At this time all indicators including the stock 
market are i'av.orable. Froduction, consumer in~ 
come, auto sales, retail sales and other ind~ 
cators are showing great strength. 
5. National Housing Legislation 
No major changes 1n housing legislation are 
seen at this time; ii' the tax cut is passed, 
it will stimulate building. 
Conclusions i'rom national trends: 
1. The single family housing market is showing 
a diminishing trend. Other forms of housing 
are taking up slack. 
2. Financing costs will remain fairly stable. 
3. The indicators are cause for optimistic 
expectations for the year 1963. 
B._ Area Market 
1. Population Trends 
1962 .. 
1960 
1950 
30,000 
27,000 
19,000 
Conclusions from above: 
1. Population gain 1950-o~-was 11,000 showing 
a rap1uly growing area. 
~. Growth between 1960 and 1962--was larger per 
year than 1950 thru 1960 showing an accelera~­
ing trend. 
- ll-:-
~. Ac~ive residential water meters: 
Year Total. Ge.ln 
1962_ 9,508 .105/ 
196~ 9.,40L 115 
1960 9,286_ 88 
1959 9,J.98 87 
1958 9,111 
-
Active residential e1ec~ric meters: 
1962 1~308 142. 
1961 11,166 170 
1960 10,996 98 
1959 10,898 86 
1958 10,812 
-
Residential main line telephone trend: 
1962 10,586 109 
1961 10,477 139 
1960 10,338 102.-
1959 10,236 82 
1958 10,154-
Conclusions from above: 
1. There was a gradual rise in the number o1· new 
households until 1961. with a slowing of the 
trend in 1962.. The difrerence between the · in-
aicators are a reflection of different boundary 
lines of the various utili~y company service 
zones. 
3. Single fa.m.i.J.y bu.l.J.d.l.ng permits: 
Year Tota.J. 
!902'--- ILL 
1961 l.G7 
1960 97 
1959 94 
1958 87 
Conclusion from the above: 
1. Building has been increasing until 1961; 
a drop is shown .l.n J.~62. 
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4. FHA-VA Totals: 
196' FHA.loans closed ~--
1962 VA .. loans closed 7 
Conclusions from the above: 
1~ FHA.constituted about 20% of the total 
ou1l~ing activity. 
2~ VA .loans constitute~ about t>% .. o1· total 
.l962- ou1J.a.ing activity. 
3~ 60% of the remaining activity was finance~ 
through conventional loans,the remainder 
being privately 1·~nanced. 
5_. Vacancl.es, Unsold Invent.ory, Res.al.ea, Fore.aloaures: 
a) Vacancies 
176 idle electric meters 1n 196i:!.; 
1.4%.of the total. 
Conclusion.from above: 
l~ The vacancy rate is normal. 
~ 
b) Unsold Inventory 
(1~ NE 5 
NW 7 
SE 9 
sw 6. 
Total 211 
(2) EU Frice Range: 
$12,000-15 ,ooo 42%. 
-15,001-20,000 28%. 
20 ,001-25_,000 21% .. 
25,001-35_,000 9% 
Conclusions from above: 
l) 
2) 
3) 
All areas have several unsold homes. 
unsold home inventory is eqqal to a 
three month supply at 1962 levels. 
The worst conditions of oversupply. are 
in the $12,000-$1~000 price range. 
c) Resales 
NE 12 
~'W 15 
SE 21 
5vi 6 
Total: 52 
Conclusion from the above: 
l~ Most of the 1resales are 1n older homes -( 10 years ,..) · 
d) Foreclosures 
By Area: 
NE 4. 
NW 2._ 
BE 2._ 
ffi'i l 
Total: 
By Price Range: 
$15,000-125,000 
~25,000-i35,000 
By House Type : 
9 
O~d~r Homes - 10 years + 
Conclusion from the above: 
l) Builders may continue to build all tJpes 
of new homes; only older homes are soing 
tnrough foreclosure. 
o. Employment and Unemp~oyment - 196~ 
a) Total employment trend: 
21,860 employed, up 2% from a 
year ago, 9%, .above the years low. 
b) Fercent of the workforce unemployed: 
4.~%, down from the year's peak 
c) Breakdown of work force by categories: 
Industrial 38%. 
Service 21% 
Retall & Whole~le ~7% 
Other 14% 
d) Breakdown o1· t.he worn·orce oy Income levels: 
Unaer $5,000 30% 
f5,000·$7,000 42% 
i7 1POOrlO,OOO 21% 
$10,000 or more 7% 
e) 
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Breakdown of Job 
.Professional 
Clerical 
Sales 
Service 
Skilled Labor 
Common Labor 
tor prior year: 
f) Projection of future trends in employment: 
Gradual rise 1n employment and decrease in 
unemployment; ~o major change in site. 
g) Major employer(s) or industry: Expect 
gradual expansion at previous rate. ~ossi­
b1l1ty or new a~omic plan~ 1n next two 
years causing great expansion in employment 
in the area. 
7. Other EConomic Trends: 
a) Retail Sales: 
Considerable improvement toward tne end oi· .l.9o~:.. 
b) Bank debits 
General level of business activity is rising. 
c) Sales Tax Collections 
Gradual rising trend in the las~ nalr of 1902. 
General Conclusion on the Market: 
l. The market has declined in 1962 for new homes but 
there are indications of a mild recovery. 
2. The eupply or b.ouses has evidently caught up w~th 
t.he demand. 
3. The area is still growing but at a slower rate so 
that builders will have to work harder to mer~ 
chandise their homes. 
4. If the new industry mov~s 1n or the federal govern-
ment signficantly cuts taxes, bu~lding would be 
stimulated. 
5. The vacancy rate 1s not h1gh and a three months 
supp}l of new houses is just a little over average. 
The number of resales is dominantly 1n older houses 
meaning the market for new houses is fair and the 
1'oreclosure rate is low. 
6. Some improvement can be expectea m housing. 
marke~s over $15.000. 
Al'ter tne b.ome of1"1ce b.as compiled the information. 
shown in the sample for each area under consideration, other. 
:ractors should be studied. Public transportation, highways, 
educational and cultural opportunities, newspapers, and radio 
stations, as well as local living costs, taxes, and bank fin-
ancing availability, should all be c.ons.J::deEed before a final 
choice is made. Each characteristic shoulQ be weighed in 
light of the objectives set for the new branch.. For instance, 
a town which would lend itself to fine custom built homes 
might have higher taxes and poorer financing availability. 
These undesirable cnaracter1st1cs would not outweigh the other 
advantages the town might offer as a good school system, and 
high real esta.t.e values. 
Another consideration which is becomL~g more import-
ant in community select.ion is the provision in the town for 
zoning regulations and building codes. A growing number o1· 
cities are adopting performance codes to insure a minimum 
standard in all structures built. Some communities have l:lad 
great success with building codes and zoning regulations which 
have served to give them a more attractive town with higher 
real estate values. 
It is advisable to locate the brancn orrice ~ a 
community where an individual investing considerable money ~ 
a new home can be assured that his investment is protected by 
local building regulations. 
Lana cost is one of the principal problems current-
ly being faced by builders. Land has become a larger percentage 
of ~he total cost of most dwelling units because of the ~crease 
in real estate values and the high cost of installing public 
utilities and roads when developing property. 
While many builders and developers are interested 1n 
selecting an area where good advertising media are available, 
this need not be the case for the custom home building branch 
office. In this type of business, the best advertising is done 
by satisfied customers. Any expenditures over '%.of gross sales 
for advertising should be considered wasted money except in an 
area where there is exceptionally stiff competition.9· 
In some areas of our country, there is a large sea-
sonal fluctuation in demand for new housing stemming primarily 
from some seasonal type of business employing a significant 
portion of the work force. While areas with drastic fluctua-
tions should be avoided when locating the new operation, a, 
branch building custom homes appeals to a higher class customer 
wh.o would h.ave steady employment, 1n spite oi' ~ne seasonal t·luc-
tuations 1n .. th.e area. 
Diagnosis of the competitive situation is important 
and sh.ould not only be done in th.e beginning but on.a regular 
9. Anon., Script taken from th.e National .Association o1· Home 
Builders Marketing Seminar, San Francisco, Journal of 
Homebuilding, (November, 1962), p. 54. 
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systematic basis in order to know what competition.is offering 
their customers. 10 • When taKing a close look at._ the competi-
tion, it is valuable not to just look at custom home builders, 
but at all home builders in the area because the large scale 
builders also pose a tbreat.to the custom home builder's po-
tential market. Since severely competitiv.e bidding is common 
among building contractors wisning to build distinguished custom 
homes, contractors are 1'orced to bid at abnormally low margins 
in the hope that upon being awarded the contract, ensuing change 
orders and extras will produce prol·it opportunities. 11· This 
type of business tactic should be avoided by the branch wnerever 
possible. 
Another indicator which is very important in the se-
lection of a town ·'· to locate the new branch, is the lmage of 
the town in the minds of the people living in the surrounding 
area. The town where the branch 1s located should have a 1·1avor 
which entices people who wish to build fine homes, to build them 
there. Usually towns of this type stand out as being c~mmuni­
ties where on~ high class homes are built and upper income 
people live. A. town o1' this nature is very cond.ucive to a suc-
cessfuL custom home building branch operation, provided there 
10. Anon., Script taken from the National Association of Home 
Builders Market.ing Seminar, San E'rancl.eulo., Journal of 
Homebuilding, {November, l962), p. ~~. 
11. George E. Keefe, Construction Failures and Management 
Fractices, (Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., 1962), p. 16. 
is room for expansion of building markets 1n the area. 
After all the foregoing information h.as been gathered 
and compiled.into presentable form, the management of the parent 
business must decide which. community would best be suited tor 
the branch. operation. After a community has been selected, ex-
perienced men from the home office should hunt for an appropriate 
site within the selected community. When the site has been se-
lected and the buildings built or remodeled as may be the case, 
they are ready to open for business. 
Initially, the branch will receive most of its sales 
eith.er through the reputation of the home office or by referral. 
The beginning will most probably be slow, but this can be ad-
vantageous because of the problems involved in securing new 
material suppliers, breaking 1n a new labor force, and learning 
~he ways of subcontractors; ·all take adjustment and many hours 
of work on the part of the bra.ucb. manager. The manager of the 
new office should make an effort to call on architects and real 
estate agents in the area to secure contacts as well as become 
engaged in civic affairs wnere they will become known and as-
sociated with the business. A limited amount of advertising 
m_ay be used when the branch opens for business, but advertising 
after that time should not be necessary. 
Every effort should be made to be sure that the first 
projects of the branch office are a success. Considerable time 
needs to be expended in designing, planning, and scheduling the 
work so that the jobs will run smoothly and look well when com-
pleted. The early impression made on the community will be 
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directly proportionate to the length of time it will take to 
get established in the area. 
Since women are very influential in the purchase of 
a new home, the branch manager should design the interiors of 
the homes just as distinctively as the exteriors. Building in 
features which make every square foot of room area count also 
adds to the customer 1 s satisfaction with their new home. Many 
times with small changes in design or window arrangement, a room 
can be made to look much bigger and more attractive. 12 • Careful 
consideration should be given by the branch designer to the re-
cent trends in new homes. Some of the current trends include 
a formal dining room, stairs, entrance foyers, swimming pools, 
larger rooms, wood paneling, wallpaper, hardwood flooring, round 
sink bowls, fancier kitchens, family rooms, more storage, and a 
turn toward more traditional styling. 13· Of course, all these 
features cannot be incorporated into every house, but many can 
be added to conventional designs to make the house distinctive 
and more of a joy for the customer to live in. 
One item which is very important to the appearance of 
a new home that is often neglected by builders, is landscaping. 
12. A.J. Harmon, "Remodeling-How To Do It-Design,.. Journal 
of Homebuildi:r;J.g, (August, 1961), p. 64. _ 
13. National Association of Home Builders, "1962 :.Parade of 
Homes Shows Trends for 1963, 11 Journal of Homebuildins, 
(November, 1962), pp. 55 and~70. 
Lawns and shrubs constitute a significant expense in the cost 
of a house but good landscaping can add significantly to the 
attractiveness of the home. An allowance should be included for 
landscaping in the price quoted a customer for a new home, as the 
more homes which the branch builds Which. are well landscaped, the 
better the image which is conveyed to the onlooker. 
Another customer service which the branch will offer 
is helping customers to p~ace their mortgages. Potential custom-
ers are often reluctant to purchase a new home because they are 
afraid of the financial institutions with which they have to deal 
and the contracts which they must sign. This is a result of 
their lack of knowledge of the operation of mortgage institutions. 
By helping potential customers to overcome this !'ear and explain-
ing the advantage that b,y owning a house a person is building 
equity for himself, many potential customers decide to build 
t.heir own homes. 
The branch manager will make contact with local mort-
gaging institutions to determine the rates available and the 
qualifications put on each type of mortgage. A system where the 
manager is able to explain what types of mortgages are available 
and then rel'er the customer to one institution would work well 
as t.here would be no direct connection between the branch and 
the institution. 
There are several sources rrom which mortgage money 
can be obtained. The Federal Housing Administration and the 
Vet.erans Administration both are government programs which make 
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funds availab~e to certain classes and groups of persons. 
These programs serve a useru~ purpose but involve strict regu-
lation on the specifications of the house. In some areas of 
the country, insurance companies have taken a great many mort-
gages :rrom individuals, althougb. they prefer to secure groups 
of mortgages by buying them from builders or taking all the 
mortgages in a subdivision. 
Recently, commercial and mutual savings banks nave 
started lending mortgage funds so institutions of these types 
located near the branch office should be contacted. The largest 
holder of residential home mortgages are the savings and loan 
associations. The terms of these associations are similar to 
those of the other banks but the interest rate may be higher, 
repayment time shorter, and downpayment larger than those of the 
FHA program. However, for tb.e high quality housing, the branch 
proposes to build, these savings and loan associations still 
offer the best source of mortgage funds. 
Other Housing Markets 
There are currently three popular housing markets 
which the branch manager should investiga~e 1n order to realize 
the rull potential in the area. These housing markets include 
trade-in housing, retirement dwellings, and vacation homes. 
While trade-in housing has become quite popular among some 
large scale builders in some parts of our country, a business 
must have a large volume of new homes and financial backing in. 
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order to undertake trade-in housing operations. 14 • Many 
builders who have tried this line of business have encQ~t~red 
serious difficulties and have been forced into bankruptcy. 
Because of the large capital outlays involved in home purcha-
ses, the housing market does not lend itself to a trade-in 
operation, so trade-in housing m~ pass from the scene before 
long. Certainly, this is not a type of business for a new 
branch operation to seek to penetrate for some time or, if 
ever. 
The retirement housing market is becoming very 
popular with builders because retired persons usually desire 
to move out of large family homes into smaller up-to-date 
homes or apartments containing all the modern conveniences 
for efficient living. At the present time,one in every four 
Americans is over fifty years of age and the size of this group 
15. is expected to rise rapidly in the next decade. 
Illustration #3 shows that the number of persons over fifty in 
our country living in apartments or own homes is still very 
large. Since people are retiring sooner and have accumulated 
enough capital to build, builders have tound it profitable to 
appeal to this market. 
14. John ~eter, Plain Facts About Trade-In Housing, (3rd Edition; 
Buffalo, New York: National Gypsum Company, 1960), p. 16. 
15. National Association of Home Bu~lders, ~The Retirement 
Market," Journal of Homebuilding, (July, 1961), pp. 51-70 
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Another housing market becoming very popular is the 
second or vacation home market. Fresently, more people than 
ever before can afford a second home, have more leisure time, 
and. vacation areas, because of new highways that are more .. ac~ . 
cessible. From all indications, this market should become very 
large in the next ten years providing builders with an even 
wider housing potential. 16 • A branch operation should evaluate 
the potentialities of these additional markets within their own 
area and take advantage of them wherever possible. 
Now that the management has decided on the location 
of the branch office and the market, they wish to reach,they 
have to settle down to everyd&¥ problems and wait to see just 
how successful their new undertaking is. The branch opens with 
the advantage of a good parent company reputation in a building 
economy which is predicted to surge forward for the next ten 
years. 17 • These factors add greatly to the poten~iality for 
success of the new operation. 
But other things beside good location and sales ad-
ministration figure into a branch's success. Competent sta1'f, 
construction technique, and proper financing, all add to a pro-
fitable operation and without the proper interrelationship of 
all these factors, no branch operation can be a s.uccess •. 
16. 
17. 
Na~ional Associat~on of Home Builders, 11 The Vacation Home," 
Journal of Homebu~lains,(July, 1961), pp. 71-77 ~ 
Gordon W. Mckinley, Are We Ove1•building for the Residential 
~arket?, (Presented b~fore the 19th Annual National As-
oociation of Home Bu~~aers Conven~ion Chicago December 14 
1962; Printed by F. W. Dodge Corporation, 1962), p. 9. ' 
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CHAPTliB III 
BRANCH ORGAN~TION AND ELEMENTS OF CONSTRUCTION 
Organizational Pattern and Staff 
Without proper staffing, a branch operation has 
little chance for success. The branch manager should be se-
lected, if possible, from within the parental organization 
because he will be familiar with the operating procedures and 
objectives of the concern. A man selected for the position __ 
of branch manager must be competent in all areas of buiLding, 
be able to lead and teach others, and realize that as head 
administrator at the branch level, it is his responsibility 
to see that the branch operates at top efficiency. 
A common failing of managers is that each has a 
natural tendency to overemphasize certain.factors in his or-
ganization. One manager may be more concerned about the 
productivity of his labor, another with design, while still 
another tends to emphasize the use of mechanical equipment. 
The good branch manager's job is to combine all parts of the 
production complex in the best possible proportion so that 
sound decisions can be made leading to a more profitable 
operation .. 18 • 
The branch manager who is selected should have par-
ticipated in the marketing research and the selection of the 
18. National Association of Home Builders, Report on TAMAP, 
(NAHB Research Institute with the Stanley Works and 
Robert F. Schmitt , 1962 ) , p. 88. 
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location. Before the branch manager officially takes his 
position, the general manager will enumerate the objectives 
and expectations for the new branch as the Board of Directors 
sees them to make sure that the branch manager knows exactly 
what is expected of him. Realistic goals and budgets have 
been compiled for the branch office so that the manager has 
a standard by which to measure the relative success of the 
operation. 
The branch manager's compensation should be commen-
surate with the responsibility given him. He should be given 
a raise in pay over his previous job with an incentive based 
upon the success of the branch. An incentive plan for the 
branch manager which would be 1n line with the objectives of 
the branch would be to pay the branch-manager a straight com-
miston on all sales made by the branch office and a percentage 
of the profit shown on all jobs completed during that year. 
This would give him a realistic incentive for generating sales 
and working toward profit on each job. 
It may be necessary to secure a branch manager from 
outside, either because the company had no competent staff_ 
within their present structure who could assume the responsi-
bility or because no staff member wished to take on the added 
pressures and move to the new community. In such case, the 
parent company would have to arrange for the new manager to 
work in the home office long enough to become familiar with 
the objectives and operational procedures of the company. 
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The general manager should keep close watch on the early opera-
tions of the branch manager hired from outside to make sure the 
branch was operated in line with overall company policy. 
Illustration #4, shows where the branch manager would 
fit into the company organization. The manager selected should 
work with all branch affairs from the beginning so he is fa-
miliar with every detail involved in opening the office. After 
a community and location have been chosen, a schedule from that 
date until opening should be made. It is the branch manager's 
job to see that all scheduled dates are met for a delay in 
opening can be costly. 
After the branch has had its official opening, the 
branch manager is on his own except for the advice he can 
secure from the staff at the home office. He is responsible 
for all aspects of his operation until he can generate enough 
sales to merit adding additional men to the staff. One of the 
hardest jobs the branch manager will face at the outset is 
establishing a competent work force to fit the work attained. 
The manager will also be responsible for customer contacts, 
design, estimating, scheduling, planning, purchasing, record 
keeping, and subcontractors as well as managing the working 
crews. This is a great deal to expect of one man, but the 
branch manager must work long hours if his operation is to be 
a success. 
~ter the branch manager has worked painstakingly 
for four or five years overcoming the numerous daily problems, 
the branch shou.l.d have gained considerable momentum. Gradually 
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the parental influence is phased out and ~he branch pushed 
t·orward. ~o new horizons. As t.he branch grows, more s~a1·1· 
will be need.ed to help the branch manager make the most of 
the potential in his area. As a general rule, there should 
be $200,000 of sales t·or eacn manager. 01" course, the more 
sales made per staff member while still providing good service 
to the customers, the more efficientl1 the business can operate. 
I~iustration #~ snows the branch organization after 
five years of successful operation. For an operation.to run 
as a branch of a parent company rather than a separate corpora-
tion, it should not become too large. It will not be most 
profitable and efficient for the business to have a branch 
operation which employs a larger staff than the one shown 1n 
Illustration #4. If the staff needed for the new branch op-
eration is inadeqqate at the level shown on the chart, and 
the full potential of the area is not being developed, a mul-
tiple corporate form of organization should be considered by 
the owners. 
When it comes time for the branch manager to add to 
the sta1"1· of nis organizat.ion, he must work to build a manage-
ment team. Remembering that. tne select.ion of poor stat·t members 
could ruin all the manager has been working toward, he must 
examine the qualii.ications of each prospective staft associate 
caret·ully. 
Beside being a person who is wil~ing and able to learn 
the technical details of building, the new statf.man must be a 
ILWST.BAT ION_ .#5.-
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self starter. He neeus to snow ~n~tiative in going ahead with 
his work rather than bothering the branch manager about every 
little detal.J.. FinaJ.ly, the new sta1·1· member needs to get 
along well w~th others by being patient with demanding cus-
tomers and architects, as well as, working compatibly with the 
branch manager. 
When branch organization achieves ~he ~eve.1. of acti-
vity necessi~a~ing a staff including a manager of custom built 
homes and a manager of home improvements ~ addi~ion ~o the 
branch manager as shown ~ Illustration #§, the organiZation. 
will develop an operating pattern. The branch manager would 
now have more specialized duties, having delega~ed some of the 
more rou~ine tasks to his star~. 
Because the branch manager has a specialized know-
ledge of the home bu1.1.ding industry and is aware of probJ.ems 
wtuch concern ~he •ta.irection .. of the branch operation, the 
branch manager's functional duties will develop into the hand-
ling of policy problems and special construction projects. 
He should be responsible for securing architecturally designed 
homes and other special work for the branch, and supervise 
~hese jobs to their successful compJ.etion. All land develop-
ing and houses built on speculation will be handled by the 
branch manager because he knows the long range plans for the 
organization and how much speculation their financial position 
will bear. 
Beside these 1'unctional jobs, tb.e branch manager 
has administrative responsibilities. Under guidance from the 
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parent organization, the branch manager must make policy de-
cisions which are compatible with the overall operating 
procedure of the corporation. In addition, he must compile 
yearly budgets and projections for use as a measure o~ the 
branch 1 s progress during the course of the year. A careful 
eye needs to be kept on every job as cost 1n1·ormat.ion is com-
piled to try to determine where further efficiencies can be 
made in the production of quality custom built homes. 
One of the jobs which the branch manager has dele-
gated when the branch reaches the level shown in Illustration. 
#~, is the selling and. supervision ot· custom built homes ex-
cluding the special projects. Custom home building organiza-
tions find .it most practical to have each manager run h1s 
activity as a separate division within the organization, shift-
ing employees as the need arises. The manager o1' custom .. ouilt 
homes would be responsible for customer contacts right through 
to the final payment for the house. Th.is type oi' delegation 
of responsibility eliminates problems resulting from lack of 
communications where there are several l~ers ot management 
.involved .in each type ol· bu.i.Lding activity. 
One of the most important jobs of any home building 
manager is that of sched.ullng. A master schedule should be 
developed. 1·or the whole branch at a weekly management meeting. 
From the master schedule, each manager has to scheuule the 
work i'or his jobs ror the i'ollowing week. Some of the advanta-
ges which accrue from proper scheduling include lower interest 
costs, reduction in overhead costs, benefits to the subcon-
tractors, improved quality, increased production and more 
satisfied customers because they are able to move into their 
19. d 1 1 homes sooner. The importance of goo managerl.a scnedu ing 
canna~ be stressed enough because it is one of the keys to 
sound efficient operation. 
The nome improvement manager will not generate as 
many aollars in sales as the other two managers because each 
job is smaller. Nevertheless, he should be able to make hl.s 
jobs more profitable because of the higher margin 1n home 1m-
provement work. The manager of home improvements has to be 
very exac~1ng w~th detail because there are so many special 
items on every improvement job. There 1s no standard method 
t·or d.ol.ng any piece of work because the conditions on each job 
are different. One of the most difficult things about this 
type of work is that the customer 1s almost always on the job 
eitber interrupting the workmen by asking questions or con-
tinually asking for changes in the work being done. This de-
partment should function separately, performing its own design, 
estimating and scheduling functions and controlling its own 
labor force. 
The home improvement manager must learn to be very 
tactt·ul Wl.th customers because of those who desire home 1m-
provement work done; :usually they have a del·inl.te ia.ea of 
what they want. It is also his job to handle the jobbing work 
done by the branch ot'fice. Successt·ul jobbing and home 
.1.~. Ernest L. Buckley, Residential Construct1on.Mana.e;ement, 
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc .. , 19.59) ,, PP•· 7•.:r·77. -
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improvement work develops satisfied customers who will want 
more work a.one ~n the !'ut.ure and who will refer their friends 
and neighbors to the branch office. 
A sales and prol'it l.ncentive bonus similar t.o t.he 
one suggested for the branch manager should be instituted 
f'or the manager o:t: custom ouilt homes and the manager of home 
improvements. Then it will be their advantage to see that 
their jobs opera~e at. top efficiency. 
In order to properly coordinate all parts of the 
branch operation and eliminate as many conflicts and as much 
duplication as possible, a weekly management meeting will be 
held. At these meetings, the managers will discuss their 
mutual problems and a weekJ.y scneuu.t.e I·or the work 1·orce and 
subcontractors will be made. Such meetings overcome the 
inherent problem ln sma.t.l businesses from the lack of com-
munication. 
The office staff of the branch should be comprised 
of one el'ficient secretary to act as receptionist, typist, 
bookkeeper, and do all other office chores. It ~s 1mperativ.e 
to keep overhead as low as possible and the work load should 
be made so that one secretary is not overburdened, but has 
plenty to keep her busy. After she has become 1'amiliar with 
the building business, sne will be a valuable asset to the 
operation. 
The project supervisor or supervisors will report. 
airectly to the branch manager and will control the special 
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projects. They should be chosen on the basis of experience 
because the success of a job depends on them. It is up to the 
project supervisor not only to control the entire project, but 
he should be searching for more efficient methods of performing 
each operation. The project supervisors will be paid a bonus 
on the successful and profitable completion.of each job. 
The branch manager should consider installing mobile 
radios in each of the manager's vehicles with a base unit lo-
cated in the office. Often a customer wants to get hold of a 
manager or some crew is standing idle because of an unsolved 
problem. Mobi:ia.rad.ios enable the secretary at the office to 
contact the manager immediately so he can take care of the 
p~oblem or see the customer. Mobile radios can save many man 
hours of labor because managers otherwise may not be contacted 
for several hours. 
Though the branch office will be a small office where 
informal communication will prevail, there will be a need for 
a standard set of forma. When deciding which forms will be used, 
the branch manager must keep 1n mind that the more time the staff 
spends on the job, the more efficient the operation. In order. 
for the office to properly operate, they need a form contract, 
specifications, change orders, work orders, and time and material 
tickets. With these basic forms, the office can function and 
keep cost records. Forms including purchase orders, requests for 
quotations, detailed cost estimates, subcontractors agreements, 
color and finish schedules, inspection forms, and final in'!" 
spection reports may be helpful, but the branch manager must 
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decide whether these forms are worth the time of high cost men 
filling them out. 20 • The larger an organization becomes, the 
more forms are needed for efficient operation. 
The branch manager should belong to the National As-
sociation of Home Builders. With able staff in Washington, D.c., 
this organization initiates and lobbies for passage of favor-
able legislation.. In addition to its monthly magazine, 11 The 
Journal of Homebuilding," which contains many enlightening 
feature articles about the industry, it holds symposiums around 
the country on topics of interest.to the builders in each area. 
The Association enables the most progressive builders to compare 
successful ideas and talk of mutual problems. In addition, each 
year the Association holds a convention in Chicago where panel 
sessions are conducted.. by le_ading men in various fields discuss-
ing the current problema of builders. Also, at the convention, 
all major building material and tool manufacturers disp~ay their 
new products and innovations .of the past year. The trade as-
sociation has much to offer the progressive builuer who will take 
time away from his busy program to participate. 
Materials 
Building materials are the basic element of a house, 
and account for over half of the cost of every home. Therefore, 
the problems of proper material procurement and usage are 
20. Mational Association of Home Builders, Business Forms for 
Builders, (National Association of Home Builders in 
cooperation with the United States Gypsum Company, 1962). 
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foremost in the minds of builders. 
There are two schools of thought in building material 
purchasing. one is used mainly by large builders who buy their 
materials in quantity taking advantage of favorable price dis-
counts. They must supply the personnel, plant, and facilities 
required to hand+e, store,and issue materials to the jobs. On 
account of the size of the branch operation, many would find it 
more profitable to adopt the other school of thought where pur-
chasing of building materials is done from suppliers in job lot 
quantities for delivery directly to the building site, thus e-
liminating most handling costs but losing the price advantage 
of quantity purchasing.21• 
Builders have found that efficient material purchasing, 
coupled with a simple purchase order system, provide a good con-
trol over material purchases. The advantage in using a purchase 
order for every order, no matter how small,. is that the dupli-
cate gives the builder a record of what he ordered and on what 
job the material should appear, eliminating confusion and mis-
understanding. 
Even though the branch may depend on their suppliers 
for job lot delivery, they Will have need for a minimum amount 
of warehousing and storage area to keep scarce items and re-
turned materials. Efficient handling and storage of returned 
21. Ernest L. Buckley, Residential Construction Management, 
(New York: John Wiley &Sons, Inc., 1959), pp. 95-99. 
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materials is necessary to insure they may be easily found. 
and used on ana.ther job with a minimum of' loss. Considera-
tion should be given to materials in inventory when ordering, 
because materials in the yard should be usea as soon as possi-
ble to eJ.1ml.nate spoilage and having money tied up in unne-
cessary inventory. 
In recent years, the purchasing for a building concern 
has been changing because of the trend toward the use of com-
ponents. One advantage of using components is that in the fac-
tory where components are assembled, cona.itions can.o~ controlled. 
and waste motions eliminated. Use of tnese factory made compo-
nents result in a saving in cost. and t·ast.er construction. of t.he 
buiJ.dings as well as aJ.lowing t.ne bui~d~r better control over 
his work schedules. 
Factory components have already fostered the increased 
use of new k1nds of materials in home bu1la.1ng, sucn as lam~~ 
atea wooas, ornamental metals, plastics, and other synthetics. 
These innovations help the industry to move forward with higher 
proa.uctivity but many of these products have not yet reached 
the quality desired in custom buiJ.t homes. 
The brancn manager should visit each of the potential 
material suppJ.iers, tell them the plans for the branch opera-
tion, and find out what terms of sales discounts and service 
each supplier will oft·er the operation. Frov ided tne branch. 
operation is relatively near the bome office, the manager m~ 
decia.e to procure materials from the base operation's supplier 
because of more t·avorable terms. 
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A good materials supplier does more than just supply 
the builder with bu~~ding materials. The builder who has cul-
tivated a good relationship with a supplier will give the sup-
plier plans of a home he is bidding to compile a material list 
and price. If the price is reasonable, the builderwill order 
the material from the supplier who will have it ~n stock accord-
ing to the schedule ror the job. If the builder gives the sup-
plier a good amount of business, a supplier m~ accept unused 
materials I· or credit as a favor to the builder. 
On a job, a crew. sometimes finds some type of material 
missing which they need to continue working and the supplier who 
will deliver on short notice can save the builder man-hours of 
labor. It is up to the builder to try to keep these rush orders 
to a minimum because it, is costly for the supplier to provide 
that type of service. 
It is the supplier's responsibility to keep up-to-date 
with new materials and new uses for old materials through the 
salesmen who call and keep the branch manager posted. The sup-
plier should endeavor to keep the quantity of materials on hand 
that he anticipates the builder will need and also should try to 
maintain.the q~ality of lumber and other materials consistent 
with the standards of' the builder• s spec~!·ications. Builder and 
supplier should have a working arrangement wherein both can profit 
by dealing with each other. 
Occasionally, the builder has the opportunity to refer 
someone to a building-materials yard and building-materials 
suppliers too are asked to suggest a builder. The two operations 
shoulu complement each other through reciprocity to the extent 
of recommending each other. 
While in attendance at the home builders conventio~ 
each year, the branch manager should be alert to the new mate-
rials being marketed. Manufacturers are presently showing great 
~nterest in finding better products to fill the needs of the 
home builder. 22 • The builder who keeps pace with these 1nnova-
tiona in materials can st~ a step ahead of his competitors. 
Direct Labor 
A dependable labor 1·orce ~s of uj:;most importance to 
the success of the branch office. The branch operation has a 
need for !"oremen, skilled c.arpenters, carpenter' a helpers, and 
laborers. As the branch grows, they will probably lUre a ca~ 
inet maker, painters, and masons, so/'l~\- can perform more 1"unc~ 
tiona without having to locate reLiable subcontractora,who are 
in business to make a profit also. 
The only ways to secure a good labor rorce are to 
of1"er the employees salary and benefits that their present em-
ployers do not ol"' 1"ind men who are having disagreements with 
their present employers. If experienced employees who are out 
of work can be Located, they may be hired with an ofi"er of 
steady work. 
~~. Na~ional Association of Home Builders, Report on TAMAP, 
(NAHB Research Institute With the Stanley Works and .... 
Robert F. Schmitt, l962.), p. lOB. 
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If the branch manager were able to secure a competent 
seasoned t·oreman i"rom the home ofl·ice to act as the nucleus of 
the labor force, he would have a man he knows is competent, 
under him, and who iS familiar with the procedures of the parent 
company. This would eliminate the need. 1·or the branch manager 
to work with the new foreman on the first few jobs, making 
sure that all operations are d.one 1n proper fashion. 
As the men are hired to fill out the labor f'orce, the 
branch manager should bear in mind that he wants a well balanced. 
labor force who will work wel~ together. There should be one 
carpenter 1 s helper and one laborer to each·· tr.ad.esn..an. for the 
crews to operate at top efficiency. 
In order to attract men to work for tne branch op-
eration, assuming that it is not a union shop, tney will have 
to ort·er more than other oui~ders 1n benefits and wages. If 
the branch manager is able to organize crews who worK wel~ to-
gether, he will be able to p~ slightly higher wages because the 
productivity of the men ~s high.. After the construction crews 
have been working together ::ror sometime anct a new man is hired., 
he should be placed in a crew where his degree of skill,cran be 
used. t.o most bene:t'it. Each employee should be given the op-
portunity to work with someone more SKi~~ed than he wnereve~ 
possible. 
As the employee learns and shows himself to be com-
petent and able to take on more responsibility, he should be 
given promotions and raises in p~. Of course, not all con-
struction employees improve With time and experience, out those 
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who do should be given opportunity for advancement. This will 
help the organization to grow because as tb.e competent employ-
ees gradually work their way up to foreman rating, the lower 
ranks are filled with new less experienced men. This is the 
soundest way to increase the size of the labor forae. All pro-
motions and wage increases should be at the discretion of the 
manager, but all employees should be subject to review every six. 
months to determine the employees who are not pulling their 
share of the load as well as those who are progressing satis-
factorily. 
One of tb.e things wb.ich is most important to any con-
struction employee is steady work, especially 1n the nortb.ern 
part of our country where the weather is bad in the winter. 
Careful planning on the part of tb.e manager of tb.e branch should 
make it possible to tell prospective employees tb.at wb.ile work 
on a steady basis cannot be guaranteed, tb.e brancb. will make 
every effort to see tb.at all employees \'tork every working day. 
The branch should offer the men transportation from 
the office to the job and back, provided they are at the office 
in time to reach the job site b,y starting time. It is the em-
ployee's option.to drive directly to the job on their own time 
in their own vehicle. Every employee. will always have a complete 
set of carpentry tools \'lith him .. on the job:. Each foreman should 
be provided with a truck in which to carry the tools and equip-
ment assigned to him and material needed on the job. 
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Each crew's truck will be equipped by the branch with 
the standard set of tools needed in construction-of a house 
including a skill saw, sabre saw, drill, step and extension 
ladders, and a door planer. Proper tools on each job make it 
possible for workmen to operate more efficiently. 
The foreman is responsible for keeping the hours 
worked by each of his men during the day and recording them on 
the forms provided to facilitate computation of the payroll. 
He must also indicate on which operations each man spent the 
hours which he worked, thus making it possible for the office 
staff to keep adequate cost records. These time tickets should 
be made out and passed in daily. Illustration #6 shows a sam-
ple time ticket. 
Other benefits offered the employees by the branch 
include workmen's compensation.and life insurance. This cover-
age would protect the employees and their families in case of 
an accident while working on a company job. The employees should 
be offered, at their option, a group medical and hospital plan 
as well as a payroll savings plan. The branch manager will en-
deavor to make the operation a place where men like to work and 
make every effort to have the employees feel secure in their jobs. 
It is the branch manager's job to build morale in the 
-
employees. The development of a 11 team11 sp,irit where everyone is 
..... ... 
working to make each job a success should be nurtured. This 
will give each employee a feeling of purQosefulness and accom-
plishment which all men. need in order to be happy 1n their work. 
... 
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CHARGE TICKET 
GEORGE C. FIELD CO. 
MADISON, CONN. 
Date 19 
Customer Job No. 
Workman 
Op.N NAME DESCRIPTION HRS. RATE COST 
,, 
Carfare 
Equip. I Total Carfare & Equip. 
Materials 
Op.N QUAN. DESCRIPTION AMT. PRICE COST 
-
No. Al2803 Tax Total UARCD IND. OFFICE COPY 
Source~ Georse c. Field Compa:ny ~ General Oontraators 
Me.d.iaon, ooru1.eot iout 
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The team spirit can be furthered by the manager's pitching in 
and helping the workers, if help is needed, instead of stand-
ing on the job issuing orders. 
Bui~ding methods and materials have been changing 
rapidly in recent years so foremen should be kept up-to-date 
on suggested changes in operational methods and material uses. 
If every job is planned carefully by the branch management, so 
that the employees know exact~ what they are to do, great time 
savings can be made and labor cost reduced accordingly.23• If 
the foremen work with the management by ~ending suggestions for 
better procedures,both can derive benefit because the foreman 
will see his suggestions used to construe~ a better house while 
the management gets the house built with ~ess man-hours of labor. 
The branch manager should make it known ~hat he is al-
ways willing to talk with any employee in confidence about 
either personal or work problems. Sometimes an employee who 
keeps his problems to himaelf can be a detriment to the work 
force because of his attitude. If employees feel free to uis-
cuss the problems which they are having, the branch manager can 
usually find out much more about the attitides and opinions of 
the other workers than he could b,r walking around on the jobs. 
The complaints will enable him to make cond.i tions as pleasant 
as possible for all employees. 
It is the branch man~ger's job to hand~e a~l discipline 
cases Wi'l.h as little disruption to the operation. as possible. 
All mat~ers pertaining to discipline should be left completely 
National Association of Home Builders, Report on TAMAr, 
(NAHB Research Institute with the Stanley Works and 
Robert F. Schmitt, 1962), p. 107. 
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to the judg~ment of the branch manager. 
Develop~g abilities of the employees is an important 
way of building the value of the concern. Employees can either 
save or cost money. 
the management load. 
Moreover, well-qualified employees lessen 
They can proviue a backlog of human re-
sources from which the branch can draw when they want t.o turn 
over part of management to someone else, either temporarily or 
permanently. The success of the venture will depend on the 
branch manager's ability to find and train goou assistants and 
delegate tasks to them, thereby keeping his time tree !·or higner 
managerial duties. 
Subcontracting 
Subcontractors per1·orm t.he operat.ions on each job 
which the builder does not have the skill or time to per1·orm. 
The number and types of subcontractors used depends completely 
on the job. In the beginning,t.he oranch will nave t.o subcon-
tract most operations except for carpentry work and miscellane-
ous all~ed jobs. As the volume of work increases, they Will 
probably find it prot·itable to integrate vertically to the ex-
tent that they do their own foundat.ion walls, cabinet. work, 
masonry work, and decorating. They will still sublet elect.ri-
cal, neat.ing, venuilat.ing, p1Ulll.b1ng, ceramic tile, aluminum. 
combination winuows, plate glass, sewage systems, sheetrock 
taping, excavation, landscaping, and rormica. work. 
Reliable subcontractors should be 1"ound t.o perrorm 
each one of t.hese t.asks. It m~ be possible to use some of 
the same subcontract.ors useu oy t.he parent opera.t.ion provided 
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the traveling distance 1s not too great. It is the branch 
manager's responsibility to cultivate the relationship w1th 
subcontrac~ors so that both builder and subcontractor m83 work 
together for mutual benefit. 
The aavantages of using as many subcontractLng 
I 
operations as possible include rreeaom 1·rom worry about keeping 
men 1n work during slack periods, the acquisition of accurate 
estimating information, and tbe reduction of insurance and ree-
orcL keeping costs. However, th~rt= art:~ also disadvantages to 
using subcontractors. Included are the fact that it is hard 
to govern the quality of their work; the lowest bidder is fre-
quently not the most capable. The builder may not be able to 
get the subcontractor for work just when he needs him, coopera-
tion among different subcontractors is often lacking, and change 
orders lead to difficulties.24• The branch manager must decide 
in light of the situation at the branch office which subcon-
tractors will enable him to have the most efficient operation. 
Coordinating the work of the various subcontractors 
is the responsibility of the branch management. Because of the 
necessity for a smooth running job, it is mandatory that the 
builder give his subcontractors at least some advance notice 
of what is expected of them. ~his will enable the subcontractor 
to plan and tell the builder whether he can meet the schedule 
set forth. 25· 
24. Ernest L. Buckley, Residential Construction Management, 
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1959), pp. 107-ll.'ll~ 
25. William E. Coombs, Construction Accounting and Financial 
Management, (New York: F. W. Dodge Corporation, 1958), 
pp. 84-86. 
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There are three ways which the branch manager can 
locate subcontractors to use in his operations. First, sub-
contractors may be asked to bid on their specific operations 
as related to any project. Beside making it possible for the 
builder to estimate the costs of a job accurately, he has the 
chance to select the price which he feels best warrants the 
workmanship which the subcontractor performs. Secondly, a 
subcontractor may be asked to do a job on the basis of his 
reputation. If a subcontractor has a good reputation for doing 
quality work at a reasonable price, the builder may elect to 
give his jobs to the subcontractor without bid. This depends 
on the past relationship of the builder and the subcontractor. 
Lastly, a subcontractor may be asked to do work by the branch 
manager because he has successfully completed jobs for the 
parent company previously. 
The method of payment of a subcontractor will be de-
termined at the time he is given the job. Depending on the 
size of the job and length of time it will take to complete, 
the subcontractor may be paid in one or two payments or on a 
monthly basis. The contractor should pay his subcontractorh 
invoices immediately as' agreed upon so he can feel free to de-
mand more service when he feels it is necessary. 
Another consideration in the selection of subcon-
tractors is the quality of work which they perform. Depending 
on the quality desired on any particular job, the branch manager 
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will have to select the best subcontractor. It usually takes 
only a job or two to determine which subcontractors are easy 
to work with and do a good job and which ones are less de-
sirable. 
After the branch manager has cultivated the relation-
ship with several subcontractors in different areas of spe-
cialization and he has had a chance to give them considerable 
work, he will expect good service. It is important that the 
subcontractors give contractors good service because they can 
hold up the builder by not being on the job at the designated 
time. Also, a subcontractor who will make a service call and 
responds to customer's complaints immediately is a valuable 
asset in customer relations to the builder. 
It is therefore very important that the branch manag-
er carefully select subcontractors and work with them so that 
both parties can derive mutual benefit from working together. 
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FINA.NC.IAL i'OLICY AND CONTROL 
Branch Financial Policy 
An organization which opens a branch office must 
anticipate the funds needed to set up the operation and the 
amount of additional working capital needed to operate the 
branch. Careful cash flow budgeting is very important within 
the parental organization so that the opening of the new branch 
does not upset their financial planning. On the basis of pro-
jections prepared for the branch office, the base operation 
should be able to calculate the amount of cash needed to get 
the branch operation started and the amount of additional 
working capital the branch will absorb. 
After a community has been selected for the branch 
office, a site needs to be secured. one of the first consid-
erations facing the parent company is whether to buy or lease 
the property for the new operation. PUrchasing a site near 
the center of activity in the community which is easily ac-
cessible, either with or without buildings would be most prac-
tical. If the site is a good one, it will be an investment 
for the company and could be sold at a profit if it ever be-
came necessary to close the branch office. 
If there are presently buildings on the property 
purchased, these buildings should be remodeled to fit the 
needs of the branch office and be tastefully decorated and 
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furnished to exemplify the work to be done by the concern. 
Should there be no buildings on the site selected, an attract-
ive office and a small storage building should be constructed. 
These will enable the branch office to operate efficiently in 
its early days and more buildings may be constructed if and 
when the need arises. The new buildings should be designed to 
complement the area in which they are located, thus gaining 
favorable public acceptance. The first impression the branch 
will make on the community is with its own buildings so every 
effort should be made to see that it is a good one. 
For goodwill purposes, the branch should spread its 
banking between different banks in the town. If the parent 
company wants to obtain a mortgage for buying the site of the 
branch operation, it should deal with one of the local banks. 
It may also choose to establish a savings account at another 
bank within the town. During the early years ol" operation, 
all accounting will be done a~ t~e central office because it 
is easier to compile repor~s for the management and ~he branch 
ol"I"ice may not have personnel familiar with this type of work. 
Even though the accounting is done at the central office, it 
will be necessary to keep the costs of the branch separated 
so proper f~nancial control m8¥ be exercised. 
It is up to the home office management to decide 
when it is advisable to start perform~g accounting opera~ions 
on a decentralized basis. At ~his time, further banking con-
nec~ions should be made locally 1n order to secure a line of 
creait !'rom a local bank. 
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The branch manager shou~a meet wee~y witu ~he 
genera~ manager ~o discuss prob~ems and so the branch manager 
may report his progress. At this tJ.me, the branch manager 
can discuss the projected :t'inancial needs o1· nis operation 
so the general manager may plan accordingly. If there are 
any questions of official policy, the general manager should 
be consulted for an answer so the parent and branch operations 
may run under the same operating policy. 
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ILLUSTRATION #7 
INITIAL INVF,ST¥~T rlEQUI.Ri!,;D 
BY :PARENT_ ORG.&NIZAXION 
Land & Buildings (andjor alterations)* 
Equipment - saws, ladders, etc. 
Truck - usea. 
Furniture & Fixtures - desk, files 
adding machine 
Miscellaneous - prin~1ng, promotion, etc. 
INITIAL II START Ul"' EXFENSE 
~20,,000.00 
500.00 
soo.oo 
700.00 
soo.oo 
* Land and building may be subject to external financing. 
Source: Author. 
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I.Llustration #7 snows tb.e basic expenditure nec-
essary at the time of opening tb.e branch office. All other 
expenses will be incurred in course of' business and are in-
cluded in the yearly budget. The largest initial cost is 
that o!' the land and buildings to house the operation. Accord-
ing to the Illustration, the sum. of' i20,uuo is allocated for 
this purpose because sufficient land should be secured for 
expansion and the buildings occupied by the branch snould show 
good taste. Considering the type and volume of work tb.e brancn 
will do in the first. 1'ew years, an expenditure in excess of 
~~o,uoo on land and buildings would seem more t.han the opera-
tion wou.Ld need or could afford to maintain. In the proposed 
budget, it is assumed t.hat the parent organization purcnased 
the land and buildings for the branch without using external 
financing though this would not be the situation in all cases. 
Other ustart up" costs include equipment which 
would be necessary for efficient operation of the crews and 
one used truck. The of!" ice will need f'iles, desks, and an 
adding machine in order to function and an amount is set aside 
!·or miscellaneous to cover printing and initial promotional 
expenses. These would be the only immediate out of pocket ex-
penses to the parent organization. A project.ion of the working 
capital the branch operation will absorb in each of its first 
three years of operation appears later in t.he paper. 
While the branch office is in the planning stage, 
proforma income statements should be prepared for the first 
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three years of operation. These statements will provide 
goals for the branch and a standard of' comparison when t.he 
actual results are available. Illustration #8 shows the ex-
pectations for the branch office. 
The sales would increase rapidly each year as the 
i'ir:rr: becomes better known in the community. Sales at the 
beginnins will consist primarilyof custom built homes but 
should expand into commercial and speculat.ive areas after a 
couple years operation. It is expect.ed tnat home improvement 
work will sb.ow a gradual but steady increase m the early years. 
The major expenses will be materials, direct labor, 
and subcontracting which will increase in direct relation to 
sales. Allowance is made for three men the first year, six 
the second, and nine the third year of operation. Subcon-
tracting in relation to sales drops in the third year because 
the crews of the branch have taken over some of t.he operations 
which were previously performed by subcontractors. 
Every construction business has many different 
general and administrative expenses owing to the complixity 
of the operation. Advert.ising and goodw~ll w~ll be rela-
tively minor expenses as it is anticipated sales will result 
primarily from recommendation and rel·erral. A yearly allow-
ance is made for minor building repairs necessary to keep 
the buildings looking well. Contributions will be made to 
local and national charities soliciting in the area. 
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ILLUSTRATION #8 
BRANCH OrERAXION 
:PROFORMA INCOME STM'EMENT .. 
Period ended at the end of 
each of the first three years of.operation. 
Sales 1st year 2nd year 
Custom Homes 
Home Improvements 
Speculative 
Commercial 
Total Sales 
Cost of Sales 
Material Purchases 
Direct Labor 
Subcontracting 
Tot.al Prime Cost 
Gross Profit on Sales 
i 70,000 
5~ooo 
i 75.,000 
~0,000 
15,000 
20,000 
:;,5,000 
$ 20,000 
General & Administrative Expenses 
Advertising & Goodwill 
Bui.Lding Repairs 
Contributions 
300 
~00 
50 
300 Customer Guarantee 
Deprecl.ation 
Furniture & Fixtures 
Builctings 
Venicles 
Equipment 
Dues & Subscriptions 
:Dnp.Loyee. Bonus 
Group Life Insurance 
Heat, Light, Power 
Insurance 
Vetacles 
General Liability 
Public Liability 
Workmen's Compensation 
Manager's Expense 
Office Expense 
Telephone 
Professional Services 
l,POO 
50 
5.UU 
20 
300 
l,ts80 
4:!00 
5.00 
400 
300 
iJ,..L5,000 
10,,000 
25,000 
-fl:;,O,OOO 
40,000 
30,000 
50,000 
lGO,OOO 
il\30,000 
300 
t::OO 
50 
300 
1,850 
50 
~00 
40 
400 
2.,0.00 
400 
75-0 
5.00 
400 
3rd year 
flJ-5,000 
15,000 
40,,000 
30,000 
$200,000 
55.,000 
45,000 
60,000 
160,000 
~40,000 
300 
t::OO 
50 
5.00 
1,~5_0 
50 
1,~.00 
60 
400 
3~300 
5.00 
900 
600 
400 
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Continued: 
Salaries 
z~ranager 
Clerical 
Sales Commissions 
Staff Bonus 
Taxes 
Fay roll 
Froperty 
Sales 
Miscellaneous 
Tool Expense 
Transportation & Trucking_ 
Total General and 
Administrative 
Expense 
Operating Profit 
Otner Income & Expenses 
Interest EXpense 
Discounts on Purcnases 
Total Other Income 
and .Expenses 
Net Frol"it Before State and 
Federal Income Taxes 
Source: Autb.or 
i 6.,000 
~,500 
1,500 
l,t>OO 
800 
1,000 
19,570 
i 4:DO 
(tWO) 
-100~ 
(700) 
' (270) 
' 6 500 i. ' - i .7;,000 3,500 4,000 
3,000 4,000 
5.00 1,000 
3,300 4,350 
5.00 600 
1,500 1,ts00 
2'71,440 33_,060 
i ~,560 i 0_,,940 
(1,000) (1,200) 
200~ 500~ 
(t>OO) (900) 
,p 1,76.0 :w 6.,040 
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~ery home built and home improvement job completeu 
\'filJ. carry a one year guarantee. The customer guarantee ex-
pense will provide a 1·und to cover all charges i'or work done 
after the home or project has been completed. Liberal use of 
~his customer service will result in more sa~isfied cus~omers 
oecause ~he image ~s conveyed that the branch is interested in 
satisfied customers as well as making a pro:t:it. 
~1 capital expenditures will be depreciated in as 
short a time allowab~e to generate working capital to cover 
1'uture capital outlays. Because ~he buiJ.<11ng cons~ruct.ion in-
uustry is noted for its rough treatment of equipment, the In-
~ernal Revenue Service allows them to use a system of quick 
"wri te-downs•• on most. o1' their equipment. 
The branch office should subscribe to several nome 
mag~zines r·or use oy the st.ar·I· and customers when searching 
!'or 1<1eas to ~ncorporat.e int.o new n.omes. Tne a.ues o!· tb.e stat1: 
personnel will be paid with tb.e dues and subscriptions expense 
ror all service organizations of which they are a memoer on 
oehaJ.f' of the company. 
A system of employee bonuses should be originated the 
first year and be continued as the operation becomes larger. A 
plan of paying the employees 10% of current profits, with a 
basic minimum, related to the number of hours each employee 
had worked during the year might be satisfactory. This bonus 
plan will act as an incentive to the men to try to do a better 
job and act as a reward for a job well done. A direct profit 
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snaring plan wi tb. no minimum or qualifications in the con-
struction business is not feasible because profits are related 
directly to tb.e estimating tb.e staff does and other contingent 
factors like the number of jobs wb.icb. are bid at cost to keep 
the men in work. 
Heat, light, and power expense in conjunction with 
office expense and telephone are the costa of maintaining an 
office. These costs are relatively inflexible as an office is 
a necessary part of a successful branch operation. 
It's easy to spend too much for insurance and it is 
d$ngeroua to spend too little. Fire and extended coverage are 
necessary to carry on tb.e physical praperty. General and public 
liability insurance cover other persons on construction jobs and 
the damage the men may do to customer's property. Workmen's 
compensation insurance is required in most states to cover em-
ployees injured at work. Since construction work is considered 
dangerous, this insurance carries a high premium which is con-
trolled to some extent by tb.e firm's experience rate. Group 
life insurance ls carried to protect the families of the em-
ployees. Construction firm's insurance costs are very large 
but an adequate amount of coverage should be carried to protect 
the enterprise from suits for damages. 
The manager's expense account will enable the manager 
to make necessary business trips and entertain customers. EMery 
firm has at least some need for accounting and legal advice to 
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operate in the complex business community. An expense for pro-
fessional services has been allowed far this purpose. 
Salaries for the manager and clerical help are fixed 
expenses. Clerical help will be on a part time basis until 
there is enough work to keep a full time person busy. The man-
ager will receive a basic salary with yearly raises as well as 
a commission on the sales of the operation and a bonus on the 
profit earned. These provide an incentive for the manager to 
expand the operation while keeping close control over every 
job to see that it results in a profit. 
' As a business operation, the branch will be subject 
to federal and state taxes beside the local pr~perty tax. Many 
states have a sales tax which must be paid on all materials 
purchased and most states have p~roll taxes to cover the unem-
ployment benefits which they administer. State payroll taxes 
are levied in proportion to the number of laid-off persons by 
a particular concern who collect unemployment. Because of the 
fluctuations in weather and work, this rate is fairly high for 
construction firms. 
There will be a tool expense to cover the purchase of 
tools which are not capitalized as shovels, rakes, saw blades, 
and paint brushes. The transportation and trucking expense will 
pay to maintain the trucks of the operation and the manager's 
car. Trucking is a rather significant expense but it can be 
considered partially as advertising because there is n~ actual 
promotional advertising used. 
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These expenses subtracted from the gross margin 
will give the operating profit of the business. Provided the 
bills are paid on the tenth of the month, which will be a reg-
ular practice in order to build the credit rating, there will 
be a small income from discounts on purchases. This will be 
offset by the interest expense from borrowed money used as 
working capital. When these items are netted against the op-
erating profit, the total profit of the branch for the year is 
shown. It is expected that the branch will lose money in the 
first year of operation but it will hope that it will break 
even in the second and then work toward a profit of five percent 
on sales in future years. 
From the budget, figures can be derived for the ap-
propriate amount of overhead to be charged against each job. 
The computation of an accurate overhead rate is extremely im-
portant because too high an overhead rate can cause overbidding 
and loss of important work while underbidding can cause losses 
which could drive the concern out of business. 
After the parent organization has prepared a budget 
of 11 start up" expenses and has.compiled a proforma income state-
ment to use as a standard against which progress m~ be meas-
ured, they will want to prepare a projection of the flow of 
funds during the early years of operation. The purpose of this 
report is to see how much working capital will be needed as the 
branch increases in size. 
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Adequate amounts of working capital make it possible 
for the branch to: 
1) Fay cash for all materials and not have to 
depend on credit to carry them until they received ad-
vances on the contract work. 
2} Buy equipment Which will help to cut costs. 
3) Make bids so low that they can't produce a 
quality house or make a profit. 
. 4) Be able to bid on larger jobs as they gain 
experience. 
5) Engage in more community activities, thus 
making important contacts. 
6) Offer financing to customers. 
7) Be assured of adequate sites for future 
building through options, leases, or outright pur-
chases of desirable land. 
Illustration #9 shows the additional working capital 
needed each year for the branch office. Frovided the branch 
does not expand too rapidly and operates at a profit, within 
five years they should be generating enough working capital 
to cover their needs. 
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ILWSTRATION #9 
ERANOH OFFICE_ 
SOURCE AND_AF,FLICATION OF FUNDS 
FUNDS EXPENDED -
Increase in accounts 1st year 
Receivable (per year) ~10,000 
Increase.- Work in· Frocess. 
Inventory 15,000 
Acquisition of Furn.&Fix. 500 
Trucks 500 
Equipment 800 
Net Loss for The Period 270 
TOTAL FUNDS EXFEl~DED 
FER YEAR 
SOunCE OF FUNDS -
Depreciation added back 
Nat Profit for the Feriod 
Increase in Payables 
TOTAL FUNDS GENERATED 
WORKING CAl'ITAL PROVIDED. 
BY :PARENT 
TOTAL SOURCE OF FUNDS 
$ 1,000 
5 .. ,000 
6~000 
20 1§10 
$26._,§~0 
2nd year 
~10,000 
$ 
15,000 
400 5_oo 
500 
-
1~850 
1,760 
5-,000 
8,610 
11.1@0 
i?26-af+OO 
* These i'igures pertain t.o each year 1na.ividually. 
Source: Author 
* il;'d. year 
10,~000 •' 
15,000 
300 
2,000 
5.00 
-
§27,800 
,, 
%P 1,850 
6 .. ,,040 
5__,000 
12,890 
14.910 
12z.soo 
-
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Financial Control 
In order to faci~itate branch control, the general 
manager should devise a series of reports, to be made by tne 
branch operation, as he feels there is su1·1·icient need r·or tne 
inl· ormatl.on. 
· For costing and estimating purposes, each operation 
in the construction of a home shou~d be subdivided and numbered. 
Illuatration #10 shows one: suggested listing which might be 
used, after changes are made, to adapt 1 t to the branch's 
type of operation.. When estimating the cost of a structure, 
each opera~ion may be alloca~eu the cost of materials and hours 
of labor. Af~er these costs are totaled and the overhead added, 
the result is the total estimated cost· of the projec~. 
As the house is being constructed, resumes showing 
the total cost 0f labor and materials are applied to each of 
the numbered operations and matcned against the estimated cost 
giving the manager a good idea how his costs are runn~ng on ~he 
job. This cost ~ni'ormation m9\Y be used by the manager in the 
1·uture wnen estimating a. job with similar characteristics .. 
A cos~ record shou~d also be kept on all small jobs 
done by ~he eranch operation. The summa~ion ot tne profits and 
losses on the small jobs and contracts would give the book 
profit for the branch operation during the year. Costing of 
jobs shou~d be done at the oranch ofr1ce so they Wl.~l have up-
to-date figures available at all times. 
Though the branch operation will nat carry an in-
ventory of oul.~ding materials per se, they wl.~l accumulate 
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ILLUS'IRAT ION #lO 
HONE BUILDING OPERATION l3REAKDOWN 
l. F.lans 21. Insu.lat.1on 
2. Services 22. Sheetrock 
3. Layout 23. :Plaster 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Land Clearing 24. Flooring 
Stairs Excavation 25. 
Foundation Coating- 26. Interior Trim 
Footings Louvres 
8~ Foundation Wall 28. Kitchen Cabinets 
9. Concrete Floors 29. Screens 
10. Hate hway 30. Weatherstripping 
41. Ceramic Tile 
42. Shower Doors 
43. :Printing 
44:. Taping Joints 
45. Interior Ptg. 
46. Exterior Ptg. 
4-7. Futty ing 
48. \tallpaper 
49. Floor Finish 
5.0. Backfill 
11. Tile Drains 31. Combination Windows 51. Driveway 
12. Chimney 3~. Accessories 52. Seeding 
13. Masonry Foyers 33 .• Hardware 
14. Flagstone Forches 34. Composition Floors 
Electrical 15. Rough Carpentry 35. 
16. Structural Steel 36. Electric Fixtures 
17. Nails 
18. Roofing 
19. Exterior Trim 
• 2u. Exterior Siding 
37. Sewage System 
jo. Plumbing 
39. Ventilating 
40. Heating 
53. Landscaping 
54. Clean Up 
55. Trucking 
56. Glazing 
57. Garage Doors 
513. Iron 1·iork 
59. Non-J?roc.tuct.ive 
Time 
Source: George C. Field Co., General Contractors, Madison, Ct. 
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some material lihich was ordered mcorrectly or left over !'rom 
jobs \vnich have been completed. It the branch manager does not 
keep a careful eye on the material which the branch has in stock, 
a substantial amount o1· !'unds may become tied up in this in-
ventory. It wou.Ld be desirable tor the branch manager to in-
stitute some kind of an inventory control system. If the 
materlals in the yaru were inventoried on a monthly basis and 
a "push list .. compiled r·or use in the of:tice wnen des.Lgning 
jobs and ordering materials, inventories of' material will be 
kept at a minimum. 
This is not to say that as the branch grows in size, 
there may be material which they have 1'ound necessary to stock 
because of a price break or lack of supply. Material o1· this 
nature is in a ctif'l·erent CC;.~.tegory 1·rom the material wnich is 
sitting in the yard because it was returned. Close watch should 
be kept on the regular inventory to be sure that wuile there are 
always adequate amounts in stock or on order, money does no~ oe-
come: ~ied. up in an excessive amount o:t.· any one item. 
Builders who do high quality work rarely have trouble 
With collection of their accounts rec~ivable. It is neverthe.Leas 
a good idea to keep close track of their accounts' credit rat-
ings. A:t"ter the branch has operated :1.n tne communi~y for a year 
or two, they will have a good indication of many people's credit, 
and may govern their credit policies accordingly. 
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Risks 
Because of the 1ncreasLng competition wi~hin ~he 
home building business, more and more operations are being 
forced to close their doors. Of all business 1'a1l.ures, build-
ers account t·or more than tl:l.eir sb.are of foreclosures. Il-
lustration #11 shows that while the percentage of builders, 
in relation to tb.e total number of businesses, has been in-
creasing, the number of failures in relative proportion has 
been increasing even more rapidly since ~947. The chart shows 
only those contractors who actually declared bankruptcy and 
went through toreclosure proceedings and does not include those 
builders who sold out or liquidated without losses to creditors. 
As o1' .L~oo, the number of contractors represented 10% o1· the 
total number of businesses but accounted for more than 15% of 
the total business failures. 
Illustration #l.2 shows the number o!' !'aJ.lures 
directly related to the age of the business. While builders 
in business for five years or less have the largest rate of 
failure, the rate 1s dropping because men are not entering the 
building field unless they are seasoned competent businessmen. 
The building organizations which are over ten years old, many 
of which were started by skilled craftsmen, are failing at a 
faster rate. That is because these craftsmen have not been 
able to keep up-to-date or master the skills of modern manage-
ment, both of which an operation needs to stay in business in 
the present competitive market. 
~0%. 
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ILLUSTB.AT ION #ll 
CONS~UCTION CONTRACTORS CO}mRISE GREATER 
~CENTAGE OF ~O~A.L CASUALTIES T~ OF--
TOTAL BUSINESS ROPULATION 
------------------------------------------
lO 
' ..... __ ,.,.. 
.,., --oontractors as % .. of total 
number. o1' businesses 
5. 
0 4o' ' . I I I i 52.: I I I *56. 
Source: CHART #9 Dun.& Bradstrea~ 
Construction Fa1lures and Management Practices 
George E. Keefe, Vice l'resident. 
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AGE ___ CF CONSTRUCTION FAILURES_ 1950-190.0 
----·------·-------------------~---
SOURCE: CHART-#ll Dun & Bradstreet~ 
~ over 10 years l 
111TITiJ 6.-10- years Will: 
I ~ 5/ years-less 
Construction Failures and Management Jractices 
George E. Keei'e, Vice Fresident 
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The branch manager must be cognizant of the risks 
and pitfalls in this business. Building can fluctuate from 
almost nothing to a boom so the successful operation must be 
able to recognize trends in building volume and relate them 
to plans. Although there are many risks, the branch manager 
can minimize most of them by simply being aware of their ex-
istence. Since the small builder can not compete with the 
large operation in cost, they must build their reputation on 
quality. 
The custom builder's biggest risk is his estimating. 
If his estimates are too low, he may find himself breaking 
even or losing money on jobs. If his estimates are too high, 
they may drive away valuable business. Builders also risk 
inadequate supervision because workers must be kept effi-
ciently busy in order to make a profit. The branch manager 
must see that proper supervision is given to all employees 
at all times. 
The modernization market also has a pitfall in 
estimating construction costs. It is very difficult to esti-
mate this type of work because there are no standards of com-
parison and the work may involve more than was originally ex-
pected. Using other payment systems other than straight 
contract such as cost plus fixed fee should help protect the 
builder and give the customer a fair value. 
Another important pitfall is the result of not 
keeping adequate cost records. Proper cost records must_ be 
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maintained or the concern will not know how they are doing 
from one year to the next and they will have no basis for 
estimating future jobs. If the branch manager is aware of 
these common pitfalls, he may be able to lead the operation 
in an even more profitable manner. 
The financial rewards in the custom home building 
business are dwindlimg as evidenced by Illustration #13. 
However, there is still a place for expanding free enter-
prize and the progressive businessman who will work to get 
more than his share of the potential market. Our country 
may see a period in the future when our businesses are yield-
ing a better return on the investment made in them. 26 • 
26. Richard Sanzo, Address, "Construction Failures in Home 
Building Companies, 11 (As~delivered at the National 
Association of Home~Builders Convention, Chicago, 
December 12, 1962). 
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ILLUSTRA.T ION #13_ 
TWO IJ.V.i.PORTANT ~IEDIAN RATIOS - GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
1940~1959 
NET :PROFITS ON NET :PROFITS ON 
YEAR CONmAC'l' B.E.VENUE TANGIB~ NET WORTH 
1940 2 .27% .. 10.74%. 
1945 1.42_ 10.37 
1950 2.4'? 16.171 
1951 1.82_ 11.54: 
1952 1.30 9.63~ 
1953 .. ' 2.05_ 11.92-
1954. 1.29 7.39 
1955. 1.52- 8.80 
1956 1.61. 11.10 
1957 1.56 10.68 
1958 1.46 9.48 
1959 1.33.- 7.66 
Source: Chart #9 Dun & Bradstreet 
Construction Failures and Management Practices 
Lecture by: George B. Keefe, Vice President 
CH.U'TER V. 
CONCLUSION 
As the custom home building sector of the home 
construction industry grows, builders will have to work to 
merchandise their homes. Since the housing supply caught up 
with the demand in the middle 1950's, housing has become a 
sellers market comparable to that of the automobile. 
The builder who wishes to grow is forced to offer 
potential buyers just a little more than his competitor. To 
do this, custom home builders must give extra service in the 
form of advice, planning, and guidance to their potential 
customers. 
In order to properly take care of the potential 
customers, custom home building concerns must not become too 
large. One answer to giving customers better service is to 
open a branch office which operates with a smaller staff who 
can offer the personal touch. The new branch office has an 
excellent potential for success because it is backed by a 
financially solid company with an excellent reputation. 
Once the progressive management of the parent or-
ganization has made a decision to open a branch office, market 
research will follow. The market research, conducted in the 
areas under consideration, will give an answer of tne com-
munity where the brru1ch will be located. Next most important 
is to select a branch manager who~ has the will~ngness and 
ability to see ~he projec~ completed. He will be the 
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spark plug of the new organization and unless he keeps sparking, 
the project will die. 
The branch manager faces many problems in this under-
taking,the largest of which is assembling a good working force. 
Getting one competent foreman from the home office to act as a 
nucleus for the branch operation work force will enable the 
branch to get into quality production sooner. 
As is natural, the branch office will be dependent 
upon the home office for aavice and sa..Les assistance 1'or a 
wh~..Le. When the branch has completed a rew jobs 1n the new 
community which are evidence of the work which they do, the 
branch should be able to separate itself from the home off' ice 
in all respects except for the centralized accounting. 
With good fortune, the branch office should do 
$75,000 of sales the first year of operation, $150,000 the 
second, and $200,000 the third year. While there will not 
be much of a profit in the first two years, by the time the 
sa..Les reacn i200,000 there should be enough margin to cover 
the overhead costs and show a profit. 
Production, sales, and finance must all be correlated 
in the proper proportions to make a successful operation. Em-
phasis 1n the different areas will be controlled by the branch 
manager. The blending of tb.ese three f'actors to complete each 
project in as short as time as possible is the key to profit in 
the construction business. 
The branch manager needs to work to bui~d a strong 
operation which won't buckle when something happens to one key 
person. This calls for long range planning for a period of 
five to ten years hence. Builders find it hard to plan that 
far ahead because there are so many variable factors in the 
business. 
There are several things which will determine where 
the branch will have advanced in five years. First is the rate 
at which the branch adjusts to technical change. To remain 
competitive and achieve the maximum profit from each sales 
dollar, all new innovations which become practical to use, 
should be instituted. 
Secondly, the branch manager, as the operation be-
comes large enough, should work to build a management team. 
He needs to find key men who have strengths where his weak-
nesses lie and let them participate in the branch management. 
When one individual hangs onto the reins of a concern to the 
point he is not doing a good management job, the company suffers 
along with the individual who is overburdened. 
Thirdly,good financial planning is a necessity. When 
businesses are growing, they absorb more capital than most man-
agers realize. In the first three years of operation, the brancn 
according to the budget will absorb over $80,000 of parent com-
pany funds. If the parent company is also growing, they may 
run into serious funds shortages unless they make proper pro-
visions. 
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Fourth, the branch operation should set up short term 
goals in the form of projections and budgets. These will help 
give the concern "direction" and will make the long t~rm goals 
a step-by-step process. UnLess goala are actually laid out, 
there is nothing against which performance can be measured. 
The decision by the management of the parent company 
to open a branch office will prove to be a wise one as the 
branch operation, under the able leadership of the branch man-
ager, becomes a valuable asset to the corporation. 
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